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Boost Contact is the ONLY Text Message Marketing 

provider for small local businesses that offers an 

UNLIMITED, no fuss, monthly flat rate service with no 

long-term contract. 

The BEST & ONLY Plan For small businesses 

Your business is not a Mega-Corp that markets to 

millions of people. And until now, Text Message Marketing 

was incredibly expensive, complicated and mostly 

entities like Coke, McDonalds and FOX American Idol 

could afford the thousands of dollars incurred for the 
same service you're about to receive. That's right! You'll 

have the same Mega-Corp marketing power all for a tiny 
fraction of the cost.  

 
You Get your own Keyword, Unlimited Text Broadcasting, 

Unlimited Number of Subscribers along with First Class 

Live Support and Resource Area. You'll receive Free Tips 

and Tools that show how you can utilize your new Text 

Message system within minutes. And there's much 

more…At Boost Contact we follow one simple rule: Under 

Promise and Over Deliver.  

 

FREE UPGRADES: Get Started Today and we'll throw in 

our 2 most popular features. The Text Broadcast 

Scheduler and Keyword Expander for FREE! The Boost 

Contact Text Broadcast Scheduler allows you to 

conveniently schedule all of your future promos and 

special announcements. With just a few clicks you'll have 

total control of what day and exact time you'd like your 

Text Broadcast to go out. Just schedule it then forget it. 

It's that simple. And with the added power of your 

Keyword Expander you'll have unlimited ways to utilize 

your new keyword. Here's why it's the #1 rated feature 

by our clients: With this upgrade, you'll have the ability to 
create an Unlimited number of "second words" following 

your new keyword. This opens your marketing options to 

endless combinations and uses. Here are a few ways our 
clients utilize their Keyword Expander: Realtors, Car 

Dealerships, Retail, or any business with multiple 
products can create a second keyword for each home, 

automobile, garment, etc.. That can provide your 
customer with Instant Information by texting your two-

word phrase.                 

Doesn’t Cost Much to Get Started  

$299 One-Time Setup and Live Tutorial Fee plus $99 

monthly service fee.  


